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Mr. Carlton Kammerer, Director
~

.'office of Congressionsi Affairs
'

i* '' Nuclear Regulatory Commission *

*1717 H Street, N..W. '
, .

Washington, D.C. 20555 1
* -

j-

Dear Mr. Kammerer ),

Englosed you will find a copy of a letter I received from '

Ms. Rose Mcdonald of West Chicago, Illinois. I have indicated to ]
my constituent that I have brought this matter to your attention
.and would appreciate your thoughts and comments.

Please reference our file number, 1336650004,' and return the ,

attached copy of my constituent's letter with your response. .

Thr.nk you for your assistance in this regard. ,

'

Sincer ,
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c arl H.*Percy
United States Senator I
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. REPLY Tot Office of United States-
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Senator Charles H. Percy ';-

230 South Dearborn Street
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Room 3892
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Chicago, Illinois 60604
' 312/353-4952 (on Commercial)
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.The !!onorable' Charles percy

,

United States Senate
,

Senate Of fice Building '

,

||ashington,D.C. 20510 *'

L
.,

( 'l
; Deer Mr. Percy,

', I'm enclosing a copy of a letter cent to the.: President. The

letter concerns the situation which has been developing in my city
| for ceveral yeare. Recent developments have made the situation even

.
! more untenable than at any time previous. The city attorney, Mr.

Marold Spelcan attend)d a meeting in '|,'ashington D.C. last week with

the KRC and the assistant U.S. Attorney, Mr. Harvey Schu11 man. The
!

city attorney asked for a full-hearing of the city of '!/est Chicago's
' problem tyith the Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation and the NRC. Mr.

Schullman reportedly told the city attorney that if the city pressed
.its der. ands with the NRC this city would be inundated with so much..

,

paper work and forced to make so many flights to '!!ashington,D.C. that

it would. probably be forced into bankruptcy. 'llhy is an official of

the federal government threatening the attorney for a small city |
,

with bankruptcy if that city presses ,for an investigation and hearings
about the decommissioning oT the facility belonging to a private

corporation 7.The present administration has been pressing for a
clecn-up of this facility site cince at least 1977. There was no

response from the owners until the city presented a complaint to .the |
* circuit. court for action, in 1980. Since that time this city has been

,

the focal, point of some media attention but the cuestions of the
{

',pople of the city are not bein6 answered by the KRC or the ownere,
. .
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I've been studhing the situation in this city since mid-1977. The-

h - nsident response has changed in four years from concern to apathy.
;

[ Inforestion presented is either scanty or of such a technical nature
^

that the people don't understand it easily .1:any people are of the
!

'

opinion that if there was a serious problem the people would be told.
I: "'here: are serious problems but the people aren't aware of them. Some

at the residents don't even care anymore, they feel they have no voice
in ~ the matter. .

'

If the NRC isn't able to make a determination in over two years
.

of study of the decocmission plan, what are the residents to think 7
!

't 1.':.are a safe solution to the problem 7 ?!ill burying the etastes in

this city present a health hazard to the people viho live across the
street from the disposal site 7 The problem and the lacli of serious-

NRC attention to' it are creating unneccessary divisions in this city. .
Something has to be_done, some real information has to be given, for
this we need your help. ,

'

.
,

.

'

.

Respect fully,
.. .

A

Rose Mcdonald i, ,

*

.

+
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The President of the United States
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue !

?,'ashington, D. C. 20500 )
-

,

.

i

Dear Mr. President,
L

I've'become very concerned about a situation which has developed j
.

.

' n the city of West Chicago, Illinois. In early summer of 1976 a )i

quartity of radioactive waste material was found to have been used as
,

'
'

fil1 in the city cwned Reed-Keppler Park. The area was fenced to
.

keep the public away from the material. At the time the city ad-
t

ministration was told that there were no other areas of radioactive
'

wastes in the city. Two subsequent studies located.eighty-five sites
where the material had been used as fill. At some point in the plant's

history' the material was made available' To the residints, accordin'g' to

the city- attorney nothing was said about the fact that the fill was 5

'

radioactive. The plant in question is currently owned by the Kerr- .

McGee Chemical Corporation; it is located on the south side of the

city, in a. sidential area and the factory and office buildings are

situated o north end of a forty-three acre piece of land. The

southern end of this piece of land is designated as waste disposal

area. Five large waste pits are situated on this land as are two
,

large pilos of radioactive " tailings" and ". sediments". According to
information released by the U.S. EPA the weight of the waste piles

are 3 2 million pounds of thorium wastes and 44,800 pounds of uranium
,

wastes. These piles are not covereo, they are open to the elements
and local children have played in the waste disposal area for generations ,-

security fence was put up at one point but children are still
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being allowed;_t.o. play in the area. Of the five was't e disposal pits,
one is covere[, by sludge. The epa has indicated that groundwaber has

been contaminated by wastes on the plant site. This has happened in

the past and the owners of the plant paid to have the residents whose

wells had been contaminated connected 'to municipal water supplies. One

of the incidents was explained, to the people affected, as nothing
":t a contamination o f Epsom salt in the water.

The current owners of the plant acquired the,; facility in 1967,,

. . rated at the plant until 1973 and lef t the city in December of

that year. The buildings were allowed to deteriorate to the point
.

..'here they presented a substantial endangersent to the area r,esidents.
b..:re was a collapse of one of the buildings during the winter of

1973/79 and a minor fire shortly afterward. The present mayor of the

city had been requesting action on the maintenance of the buildings

from 1977.' His ' requests were ignored. In 1980 the City filcl a

complaint with the circuit court of Dupage County requesting ~ that

the court compel the owners of the facility to either bring the. twenty-
one buildings into compliance with local building ordinances or to

,

demolish 'them. The owners responded with the claim that federal laws'

i
i

were involve &f{n the matter because the facility was licensed by the
NRC, and demanded that the complaint be turned over to the Federal

{
District Court. Judge Frank NcGarr of the federal court dismissed the

city!s complaint. The dismissal was based primarily on the Kerr-McGee

claim that a precedent had been set in the disposition of the Northern
,

Ststes Power case. Several very important facts of difference'seem to

have been overlooked by Judge McGarr. One; in Northern States, the
Minnesota pollution Control Agency had attempted to impose more

'

stringent regulations regarding nuclear wastes from a nuelear power
4

]
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plant, the Keri-McGee facility in this city is not, and never was,
a nuclear power plant, functioning or otherwise. Also, the city was
not attempting to regulate wastes,the city was atte pting to make I

'

the owners of the plant bring the building into compliance with

building / safety ordinances. That there were radioactive wastes on the

plant site was an entirely seperate issue. Another point of difference

is that the Northern States power plant was located outside the city |

limits of Monticello, Minnesota well away from residential areas. In

':e Kerr-McGee situation the facility is located in a fairly densely
populated area, inside the city limits, bordered on three of four

,

sides by houses. This facility is now reported to be contaminated

' y radioactivity, including the buildings themselves. The local public |

high school is approximately two and one-half blocks north-east.

The complaint ruling of Judge McGarr was appealed by the city
| and is under consideration. Seme important matters or causes for
|

complaint were not addressed by Judge McGarr. The taking of the city-

| owned park by the NRC; the city received no compensation for the loss*

| of the use of this land. The eighty-five off-sites and the request
* for a decisiop,of responsibility' and the Kress Creek and water treatment

j plant contam tion. The NRC has said that because the eighty-five

off-site areas were not licensed by the NRC they had no jurisdiction !
'

'

over them; however, the NRC also said that they wouldn't give the
.|

city jurisdiction over the off-sites either. It is the claim by

the NRC that the off-sites may be licensed as hazardous waste disposal

sites, that has been a stumbling block in the city's attempts to have
.

the material excavated and disposed of. In what may only be. viewed

, as a veiled threat the NRC has informed the Mayor of the city that if
he attempts to excavate these sites they will be licensed by the NRC.
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If the off-sites are licensed by the NRC the legal owners of the land

on which they were found will lose the right to determine what cay or

say not be done with the property. Another point v.;hich is not cotton
1mowledge is that if any of the owners tried to sell this land the

.

NRO would have to be contacted for permission or approval to transfer

'Sc disposal license to the new or prospective owners. It's obvious

chat with a restriction of this nature on the property very few

buyers could be found willing to bother.

There are so many facets to the problem 'in this city it would
,

be nearly impossible to cover all of them in a single letter. The

E 0 has had the decommission plan subtitted by Kerr-McGee since 1979
. .

The NRC has, as yet, not given this plan an approval. The NRC has,

however, amended the Kerr-McGee license to allow on-site burial of

the off , site wastes. The city administration was not informed of this

until the amendcent was granted. The NRC also gave the owners of the

plant to dismantle several of the buildings on-site. With regard to

this matt'er, some of the buildings were in such a stats of deterioration
,

| that they had. to be taken down in the interests of public safety. The
'

mayor wasn't 4pposed to this demolition. He was opposed, however,.to

a less than careful demolition of the buildings simply because the

| dust from the demolition would be radioactive. Also, the mayor didn't

want the piles of rubble left lying on the factory site, as they are

now. This brin.gs up the problem of th2 Kerr-McGee plan of disposal.

It is Kerr-McGee's intention to bury all wastes and rubble from.

the demolition of the ' twenty-one factory and office buildings on-site.i

The city administration is opposed to an on-site burial of the wastes.
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Serious cod): fonts and objections have been raised about this

decoctission plan by several state and federal agencies. prom

the Illinois State Geological Survey cot:ents that the ground
.

is not suitable for containment of the radioactive and chemical
..

wastes and the rubble from the deco 11 tion of twenty-one buildings;

to the epa concents on the lack of information from the owners of

the plant as to the nature of the checicals in the five waste pits

en-site and the assumptions of the chemists employed by lierr-McGee

which " tere caid to be based on faulty logic and incorrect data.

-
.

The resident s of this city need your help to prevent the

disposal of these radioactive wastes in the city. ?ie need your

helpin at least allowing the city to get it's complaint into a

court. Taere are so cany facets to this problem that it is nearl/

beyond belief. por that purpose I've compiled a report on the-

basic issues involved. I would appreciate percission to send
-

.

the first part of this series of reports, to you.

.

.
.

Respect fully,.

.

M
'

Rose Mcdonald .

-.

-
.

9

.
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